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ABSTRACT

Reversible data hiding (RDH), in which the original cover medium
can be exactly extracted from the marked content, has attracted con-
siderable interests from the information hiding community. In this
paper, current RDH techniques are first reviewed by introducing the
following five types of schemes: early lossless-compression-based
schemes, expansion-based schemes, recent lossless-compression-
based schemes, content-adaptive schemes, integer-transform-based
schemes. Then, by proposing some unsolved problems, the future
prospects of RDH are also discussed.

Index Terms— Reversible data hiding, lossless compression,
expansion embedding, histogram modification, adaptive embedding.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, reversible data hiding (RDH) has received much
attention from the information hiding community [1–3]. RDH is a
special type of data hiding and it ensures a lossless recovery of cov-
er data. Specifically, by RDH, not only the embedded message, the
cover content can also be exactly extracted from the marked data. A
framework of RDH for digital images is illustrated in Fig. 1. Notice
that RDH is a fragile technique and the marked data cannot undergo
any degradation. In this light, a RDH scheme is usually evaluated
by its capacity-distortion performance, i.e., for a given embedding
capacity (EC), one expects to minimize the embedding distortion
measured by PSNR in dB. The first several RDH schemes are main-
ly developed for image authentication [4,5]. Later on, RDH has been
extensively studied and various schemes have been proposed. And,
this technique has also been applied in some image/video applica-
tions such as medical image processing [6–8], multimedia archive
management [9], image trans-coding [10], video error-concealment
coding [11], and data coloring in the cloud [12], etc.

In this paper, as a brief review, we first introduce current RDH
techniques in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we discuss the future
prospects of RDH by proposing some unsolved problems. We hope
that this work will facilitate and benefit the research of RDH.

2. CURRENT RDH TECHNIQUES/SCHEMES

2.1. Early lossless-compression-based RDH schemes

Initial RDH schemes are mainly based on the lossless compression
technique [13–15]. The idea behind these schemes is to release some
space by losslessly compressing a feature set S of the cover image,
and utilize the saved space to embed data. The embedding is imple-
mented by replacing S with its compressed form SC and the mes-
sage, so the maximum EC is the size of S − SC . The performance

Fig. 1. Framework of RDH embedding/extraction.

of these methods is determined by the employed compression algo-
rithm and the selected feature set. In [13], Fridrich et al. proposed to
find the space by compressing proper bit-plane with the minimum re-
dundancy. In their method, unless the image is noisy, the lowest bit-
plane is compressed and embedded with a hash value. In [15], Celik
et al. proposed a generalized LSB compression method to improve
the compression efficiency by using unaltered portions of cover da-
ta as side-information. However, the above lossless-compression-
based methods cannot yield a satisfactory performance, since the
correlations among a bit-plane is too weak to provide a high EC.
As EC increases, one needs to compress more bit-planes, thus the
distortion increases dramatically.

2.2. Expansion-based RDH schemes

2.2.1. Histogram shifting (HS)

HS-based RDH is first proposed by Ni et al. [16] and this type of
schemes are implemented by modifying the image histogram of a
certain dimension. We start our presentation for HS by introducing a
modified version of Ni et al.’s method which is based on modifying
the pixel-intensity-histogram.

Consider here a gray-scale image I . For a given integer a, 1 ≤
a ≤ 253, the hidden data is embedded into I in the following way
to get the marked image Ĩ:

Ĩi,j =


Ii,j − 1, if Ii,j < a
Ii,j −m, if Ii,j = a
Ii,j +m, if Ii,j = a+ 1
Ii,j + 1, if Ii,j > a+ 1

(1)

where (i, j) is a pixel location and m ∈ {0, 1} is a to-be-embedded
bit. In this procedure, each pixel value is modified at most by 1, and
thus the PSNR of marked image versus the original one is at least
48.13 dB. Consequently, a high visual quality of marked image is
guaranteed.

The decoder can extract the embedded data and restore the orig-
inal image by simply reading marked pixel values:
• If Ĩi,j < a− 1, there is no hidden data in the pixel and its original
value is Ĩi,j + 1.
• If Ĩi,j ∈ {a− 1, a}, the pixel is used to carry data and its original
value is a. The embedded bit is m = a− Ĩi,j .
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Fig. 2. Ni et al.’s HS-based RDH scheme.

• If Ĩi,j ∈ {a+1, a+2}, the pixel is also used to carry data and its
original value is a+ 1. The embedded bit is m = Ĩi,j − (a+ 1).
• If Ĩi,j > a+2, similar to the first case, there is no hidden data and
the original value is Ĩi,j − 1.

Fig. 2 shows an illustration of this method, in which black val-
ues are shifted and red ones are expanded to embed data. This simple
method can well illustrate the general mechanism of HS-based RDH
schemes: for data embedding, certain pixel values are shifted to cre-
ate vacant spaces whereas some others are expanded to carry hidden
data by filling those vacant spaces.

Later on, this method is improved by Lee et al. [17] by using the
histogram of difference image. Lee et al.’s method outperforms Ni
et al.’s by improving both EC and visual quality. Compared with the
ordinary image pixel-intensity-histogram, the difference-histogram
is better for RDH since it is regular in shape and has a much higher
peak point. As a result, the spatial correlation of natural images is
exploited in Lee et al.’s method and thus an improved performance
is obtained. After that, Ni et al.’s method is extensively investigated
and many subsequent works are proposed. Specifically, in a recent
work [18], by extending Ni et al. and Lee et al.’s schemes, a gen-
eral construction for designing HS-based RDH is proposed by Li et
al., and this construction includes many previous RDH schemes as
special cases.

We now briefly introduce Li et al.’s general construction. Let S
and T be a partition of Zn: S ∪ T = Zn and S ∩ T = ∅, where n
is the image block size. Suppose that three functions g : T → Zn,
f0 : S → Zn and f1 : S → Zn satisfy the following two conditions:
-C1: The functions g, f0 and f1 are injective.
-C2: The sets g(T ), f0(S) and f1(S) are disjointed with each other.
Here, g is called “shifting function” and will be used to shift pixel
values, f0 and f1 are called “embedding functions” and will be used
to embed data. More specifically, after dividing the cover image
into non-overlapping blocks of size n, each block with value x ∈ T
will be shifted to g(x), and the block with value x ∈ S will be
expanded to either f0(x) or f1(x) to carry one bit. The shifting and
embedding functions will give a HS-based RDH algorithm where
the reversibility is guaranteed by the conditions C1 and C2.

Furthermore, to avoid underflow/overflow (i.e., for a gray-scale
image, the shifted and expanded values should be restricted in the
range of [0, 255]), the above defined sets T and S need be further
processed. Let An = {x = (x1, ..., xn) ∈ Zn : 0 ≤ xi ≤ 255} be
the set of all pixel-value-arrays of length n of gray-scale image. We
define Ts = An ∩ g−1(An), Se = An ∩ f−1

0 (An) ∩ f−1
1 (An),

Tu,o = An ∩ T − Ts and Su,o = An ∩ S − Se. Here, the
sub-indices “s”, “e” and “u, o” mean “shift”, “embed” and “under-
flow/overflow”, respectively. Obviously, the four sets Ts , Se, Tu,o

and Su,o are disjointed with each other and constitute a partition of
An. Moreover, the sets g(Ts), f0(Se) and f1(Se) are contained in
An and the condition C2 ensures that they are also disjointed.

By these definitions, each block with value x ∈ Ts will be shift-
ed, each block with value x ∈ Se will be expanded to carry one bit,
and the block with value x ∈ Tu,o ∪ Su,o will remain unchanged s-
ince it cannot be shifted or expanded due to undeflow/overflow. The
data embedding procedure based on this general framework is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. By this construction, one only needs to design the
embedding and shifting functions to derive a RDH scheme.

Fig. 3. RDH using shifting and embedding functions. After data
embedding, the sets g(Ts), f0(Se) and f1(Se) are disjointed with
each other, but the two sets TSu , Tu,o∪Su,o and g(Ts)∪f0(Se)∪
f1(Se) may be overlapped, and a location map will be used to record
the locations of pixel blocks whose values belong to TSu.

2.2.2. Difference expansion (DE)

We now present Tian’s DE scheme [19]. For a pixel pair (x0, x1),
define their integer average and difference as l = ⌊(x0+x1)/2⌋ and
h = x1 − x0. In order to embed one bit m ∈ {0, 1}, the difference
h is expanded to h∗ = 2h + m, and the marked pixel pair (y0, y1)
is determined as y0 = l − ⌊h∗/2⌋ and y1 = l + ⌊(h∗ + 1)/2⌋. By
a simple reduction, one can get{

y0 = 2x0 − ⌈(x0 + x1)/2⌉
y1 = 2x1 − ⌈(x0 + x1)/2⌉+m

. (2)

In this form, the decoder can determine the embedded bit m as the
LSB of y1 − y0, and recover the original pixel pair (x0, x1) as x0 =
l′ − ⌊h′/2⌋ and x1 = l′ + ⌈h′/2⌉, where l′ = ⌊(y0 + y1)/2⌋ and
h′ = ⌊(y1−y0)/2⌋. Compared with the lossless-compression-based
schemes [14, 15] and HS-based scheme [16], the DE-based method
performs much better by providing a higher EC while keeping the
distortion low.

DE is a fundamental technique of RDH, and this technique has
also been widely investigated and developed, mainly in the aspect-
s of integer-to-integer transformation [20–24], location map reduc-
tion [25–27], and prediction-error expansion (PEE) [28–39]. Among
these extensions, the PEE-based one has attracted considerable at-
tention since this approach has the potential to well exploit the s-
patial redundancy in natural images. Unlike in DE where only the
correlation of two adjacent pixels is considered, the local correlation
of larger neighborhood is exploited in PEE, and thus a better perfor-
mance can be expected. In this light, we think PEE is an important
expansion-based RDH technique, and we will introduce PEE in de-
tails in the next subsection. Moreover, we remark that DE is essen-
tially a special case of PEE since in DE, a pixel is in fact predicted
by its adjacent neighbor [40, 41].

2.2.3. Prediction-error expansion (PEE)

By summarizing previous typical PEE-based schemes such as
[28–31], we first introduce the PEE embedding procedure. The
procedure contains three steps:
Step 1: Predict image pixels to obtain a prediction-error sequence.
First, under a specific scan sequencing, the cover pixels are collect-
ed into a 1D sequence as (x1, ..., xN ). Then, a predictor is used to
determine the prediction of xi denoted as x̂i. Next, the prediction-
error is computed by ei = xi − x̂i (suppose here for simplicity that
x̂i is an integer). Finally, the prediction-error sequence (e1, ..., eN )
is derived.
Step 2: Generate the prediction-error histogram (PEH) by count-
ing the frequencies of prediction-errors. Usually, the PEH obeys a
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Laplacian-like distribution centered at 0 or close to 0.
Step 3: Embed data by modifying the PEH through expansion and
shifting. Specifically, for each ei, it is expanded or shifted as

e′i =

 2ei +m, if ei ∈ [−T, T )
ei + T, if ei ∈ [T,+∞)
ei − T, if ei ∈ (−∞,−T )

(3)

where T is a capacity-dependent integer-valued parameter, and m ∈
{0, 1} is a to-be-embedded bit. Here, the bins in [−T, T ) are ex-
panded to embed data, and those in (−∞,−T )∪ [T,+∞) are shift-
ed outwards to create vacancies. Finally, each pixel value xi is mod-
ified to x′

i = x̂i + e′i to obtain the marked image.
According to (3), one can see that the maximum modification

to each pixel value is limited by the capacity-parameter T , and the
marked image quality can be well controlled by taking a proper T .

In PEE extraction procedure, the original prediction-error ei is
recovered from the marked prediction-error e′i as

ei =

 ⌊e′i/2⌋ , if e′i ∈ [−2T, 2T )
e′i − T, if e′i ∈ [2T,+∞)
e′i + T, if e′i ∈ (−∞,−2T )

(4)

and the embedded bits are extracted as the LSBs of those prediction-
errors e′i ∈ [−2T, 2T ). Finally, the cover image is restored using the
recovered prediction-errors. Notice that, to guarantee the reversibili-
ty, the key point is that the prediction values used in extraction should
be the same as that in embedding.

In summary, PEE can embed a large payload by exploiting PE-
H, and control the embedding distortion by simultaneously utiliz-
ing expansion embedding and shifting. PEE is currently a research
hotspot and the most powerful technique of RDH. And, most recent-
ly proposed RDH works are based on this technique by incorporating
some strategies such as better prediction algorithm utilization [29,
32, 33, 42–44], double-layered embedding [32, 33, 45], embedding-
position-selection [32, 37, 46], context-modification [35], optimal-
bins-selection [34, 38, 47, 48], and 2D PEH utilization [49, 50], etc.

2.3. Recent lossless-compression-based RDH schemes

One basic problem for RDH is what is the upper bound of the pay-
load for a given cover sequence and a distortion constraint. For i.i.d.
cover sequence, this problem has been solved by Kalker and Willem-
s [51], who formulated the RDH as a special rate-distortion problem,
and obtained the rate-distortion function, i.e., the upper bound of the
embedding rate under a given distortion constraint ∆, as follows:

ρrev(∆) = maximize{H(Y )} −H(X) (5)

where X and Y denote the random variables of cover and marked
signal respectively. The maximum entropy is over all transition
probability matrices PY |X(y|x) satisfying the distortion constraint∑

x,y PX(x)PY |X(y|x)D(x, y) ≤ ∆, where the metric D(x, y) is
usually defined as the square error distortion, i.e., (x− y)2.

Recently, some lossless-compression-based coding methods are
independently proposed in [52–55], which can approach the rate-
distortion bound (5). All these methods can be viewed as improved
versions of the recursive code construction in [51]. We take the
recursive-histogram-modification (RHM) method [55] as an exam-
ple to briefly introduce such lossless-compression-based schemes.
First, RHM should solve the problem (5) to estimate the optimal
probability transition matrix PY |X(y|x) and PX|Y (x|y). Second,
RHM divides the cover sequence into disjoint blocks and embeds
the message by recursively modifying the histogram of each block

with the compression and decompression algorithms of an entropy
coder according to the optimal probability transition matrices.

As RHM behaves exactly the same within each block, we take
a single block here to concisely illustrate the data embedding. As-
sume the block sequence x = (x1, ..., xK) is a K-tuple composed
of K samples drawn with probability distribution PX . According
to the probability transition matrix PY |X(y|x), we decompress S
bits of message m = (m1, ...,mS) into a marked sequence y =
(y1, ..., yK) and replace x with y. Note that the message is usually
encrypted before embedded, so we assume m is a binary random
sequence. Afterwards, because x is similar to y, we generate a com-
pressed version of x according to the probability transition matrix
PX|Y (x|y), denoted by O(x). In order to restore the original x at
the receiver side, O(x) is embedded into the next block. The data
extraction and cover restoration are executed in a backward manner.

For a given cover sequence and a desired payload, the capacity-
approaching codes can minimize the embedding distortion. There-
fore, with such codes, designers of RDH only need pay their atten-
tion to generating the cover signal X with small entropy.

2.4. Content-adaptive RDH schemes

The first content-adaptive RDH scheme is the one proposed by Kam-
stra and Heijmans [25]. In [25], Tian’s DE method is improved by
sorting pixel pairs according to the local variance before embedding
data. Notice that in DE, the integer-average of two pixels in a pair
is invariant and only the difference value is altered, and thus these
embedding-invariants can be utilized by both encoder and decoder
to compute the local variance to sort pixel pairs. Clearly, if the local
variance of a pixel pair is small, the pair is located in a flat image re-
gion and it is more probably to be expandable with small difference
value. Therefore, by sorting, the location map can be compressed re-
markably. The experiments reported in [25] indicated significant im-
provement over the original DE-based method. Moreover, in some
recent works [32, 37, 43, 45, 46, 49, 50, 56–58], the authors illustrat-
ed that combining sorting (or, pixel-selection, embedding-location-
selection) with other reversible techniques such as PEE, can dramat-
ically improve the embedding performance.

The key issue of content-adaptive RDH is to assign each pixel
a complexity measurement to determine whether the pixel is located
in a flat image region or not. Then, by considering only the pixel-
s located in flat regions while ignoring the noisy ones, an accurate
prediction can be made and a more sharply distributed PEH can be
generated. With this adaptively generated PEH, the performance of
RDH can then be enhanced through expansion embedding and shift-
ing. In our opinion, the content-adaptive embedding is an important
strategy of RDH and a better utilization of this strategy is very help-
ful for enhancing the embedding performance.

2.5. Integer-transform-based RDH schemes

The integer transform (IT) can be employed to design RDH. Accord-
ing to (2), one can see that DE is actually a kind of IT, and Tian’s
DE-based method can be viewed as the first IT-based RDH. Later
on, Alattar [20] proposed an IT by generalizing DE. The method
takes several adjacent pixels as a vector and embeds data into each
selected embeddable vector. Unlike DE that embeds data one bit by
one bit, it can, for example, simultaneously embed three bits into a
pixel quad. In [59], Coltuc and Chassery proposed a method based
on the so-called reversible contrast mapping which is an IT of inte-
ger pair. Particularly, the method does not need additional lossless
data compression, and thus it is efficient in terms of computational
complexity. Coltuc and Chassery’s method is improved by Chen et
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al. [60] by extending the reversible contrast mapping to integer ar-
ray of arbitrary size. In [21], Wang et al. generalized the DE also by
using a new IT. They show that the embedding rule of DE can be re-
formulated as a transform of integer pair and give a novel algorithm
by extending the transform. Recently, from another IT viewpoint for
DE, Peng et al. [22] proposed a novel RDH scheme. In general, the
IT-based methods group several pixels into a unit and embed data
unit by unit. It advantages in reducing the impact of location map to
the embedding performance. However, for the IT-based schemes, it
usually uses a less efficient prediction in which the average value of
a block is used to predict each pixel within the block. On the other
hand, unlike PEE, the maximum modification cannot be controlled
by IT. Based on these observations, we argue that the IT-based RDH
is only efficient for the case of high EC.

3. FUTURE PROSPECTS

1) High dimensional histogram utilization: The reversibility of
RDH mainly relies on the lossless compressibility of natural image.
Therefore, an insightful understanding of complex image structure
and a better redundant information exploitation may further enhance
the performance of RDH. Most PEE-based schemes are based on
modifying a 1D histogram. These methods generally contain two
steps: (Step 1, histogram generation) First, each local image region
consisting of several pixels is projected to a 1D space to get a s-
calar sequence. Then, a 1D histogram is generated by counting the
frequency of the resulting sequence. (Step 2, histogram modifica-
tion) Finally, embed data into the cover image by modifying the
histogram, e.g., via expansion and shifting. In the first step, the
complex local image correlation is simplified to a 1D statistic. By
this simplification, the image redundancy cannot be fully exploit-
ed and it only contributes to the second step since a 1D histogram
is easy to deal with. Based on this observation, to better exploit
the image redundancy, some new schemes based on 2D-histogram-
modification are proposed [49, 50]. For example, in [50], every t-
wo adjacent prediction-errors (e2i−1, e2i) are counted to generate a
2D histogram, and then, a new embedding strategy named pairwise
PEE is proposed by modifying the resulting histogram (see Fig. 3
of [50]). However, these 2D-histogram-modification-based schemes
are rather heuristic and lack a systematic investigation. Then, how to
construct a more suitable 2D histogram for RDH, and how to better
modify the 2D histogram to optimize the embedding performance,
are meaningful problems for the feature research. On the other hand,
although difficult, one may also consider higher dimensional his-
togram rather than 2D.

2) Multi-histograms modification: In content-adaptive PEE, a
complexity measurement ni is computed for each pixel xi according
to its context. Then, only the pixels satisfying ni < NL are selected
to generate PEH and to embed data, while those with ni ≥ NL are
ignored, where NL is a given threshold. Another viewpoint for this
procedure is that, by taking hk as the PEH generated form the pixels
with ni = k (we assume that ni is an positive integer for simplic-
ity), one can see that only the histograms hk with 0 ≤ k < NL
are utilized for data embedding. And, the EC provided by hk is∑T−1

e=−T hk(e) if 0 ≤ k < NL and 0 if k ≥ NL, where T is the
capacity-parameter (see the context of (3)). In this multi-histograms-
modification viewpoint, a natural problem is that, for a given EC
denoted as C, how to minimize the total distortion

∑NLmax
k=0 Dk

subject to the condition
∑NLmax

k=0 Ck = C, where NLmax is the
maximum of the complexity measurement, and Dk is the distortion
introduced by embedding the payload of size Ck into hk. Notice
that, the content-adaptive PEE provides a solution to this problem,

however, its optimality is questioned, and some primary experimen-
tal results suggest that a better solution exists. Then, it is meaningful
to investigate the multi-histograms-modification-based optimization
problem. Surely, other constructions for multi-histograms are also
valuable for consideration.

3) Capacity partition in multi-layered embedding: The double-
layered embedding technique proposed by Sachnev et al. [32] is a
promising issue of RDH. In [32], the image is first divided into two
parts to get “cross set” and “dot set” (see Fig. 1 of [32]). Then, the
cross set is used for embedding a half of the payload and the dot set
for computing predictors. After that, the modified cross set is used
for predicting the dot pixels, and the dot set will be embedded with
the rest half of the payload. With double-layered embedding, an ac-
curate prediction is made using full-enclosing pixels, i.e., a pixel is
predicted by the average of its four nearest neighbors. We argue that,
a major problem of double-layered embedding is the “equally capac-
ity partition”, since in the 2nd embedding layer, the prediction is less
efficient than the 1st layer, and the resulting PEH is somewhat flatter
than that of the 1st layer. We think that embedding a relatively larger
payload into the 1st layer will enhance the embedding performance,
and this observation is validated by our experiments. However, how
to get a better payload partition for double-layered embedding to
maximize the embedding performance, is still questioned and wor-
thy studying. Moreover, the “equally capacity partition” problem al-
so exists in other multi-layered embedding schemes such as [18, 45]
and should be fixed in the future.

4) Color image RDH: Unlike the case of gray-scale images, RD-
H for color images is a rarely studied topic [61]. However, color
images are more popular than gray-scale ones in reality. So, RDH
for color images should be emphasized in the future work. We think
that the key issue for color image RDH is how to utilize the corre-
lations of different channels. One possible way to this problem is to
take the prediction-errors of three channels into a triple to generate a
3D PEH, and then reversibly embed data by modifying this 3D PEH.
Moreover, a better prediction based on the cross-channel correlation
will also improve the embedding performance.
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